Abstract: in the process of studying on computer vision feature recognition method, with the current algorithm for feature recognition, the amount of calculation is large, and noise is strong, recognition rate is low. For this, a computer vision feature recognition method based on Improved Wavelet arithmetic is put forward. Firstly, spline binary wavelet decomposition is fused in the method to extract edge feature from collected images, and then wavelet moment invariants of the processed image is calculated and acted as the characteristic quantity of computer vision, so as to complete the accurate identification of the characteristics of computer vision. Characteristic quantity extracted through this method can not only solve the problem of uneven illumination, illumination variation and noise interference, also translation, rotation and zoom. Simulation results show that accuracy of computer vision feature recognition based on improved wavelet algorithm is great, and effect is ideal.
Introduction
The level of computer science and technology continue to be improved, the application scope of pattern recognition and detection based on digital image is more and wider (1.2.3). During the process of pattern recognition and detection with digital images, recognition of visual feature is the premise of ensuring success of identification and detection (4.5.6) . But most of the visual feature recognition methods have limitations, computer vision feature recognition technology is the effective way to solve this problem, and attracts the attention of a lot of experts and scholars (7.8.9) .
At present, main computer vision feature recognition methods including the method based on triangular fuzzy number algorithm, neural network algorithm, and double chain genetic algorithm method. Among them, the most commonly used is the computer vision recognition method based on triangular fuzzy number algorithm, but the problem caused by the above algorithm, like the large amount of calculation, strong noise, low recognition rate.
In view of the above problems, a computer vision feature recognition method based on Improved Wavelet arithmetic is proposed. This identification method has the advantages of high accuracy, and effect is ideal.
computer vision recognition principle
Computer vision feature recognition is mainly based on the characteristics of image recognition system, the acquired image feature signal is filtered by a group of band pass filter of different scale, the characteristic signal is decomposed into different frequency bands for analyzing and processing, the frequency band is divided into multiple levels, and the high frequency part of the image features are further decomposed, and according to the characteristics to choose corresponding frequency band adaptively, which can be matched with the image feature signal frequency spectrum, thus completing the computer vision recognition. The specific steps are as follows:
(1) During the feature recognition process of computer vision, firstly, the digital RGB image S is decomposed by , , R G B to obtain , , Sr sg sb three images. Then each image separately is decomposed by two layer wavelet packet, to extract signal feature of 16 frequency components from low frequency to high frequency in second layers. 
(5) During the feature recognition process of computer vision, the image characteristic recognition vector obtained from the color feature vector and wavelet feature vector of image is:
3 Principle of computer vision recognition optimization method
extraction of image edge feature
During the optimizing process of computer vision feature recognition, assuming 1 m + order (s) cardinal B spline function can be defined as: 
During the optimizing process of computer vision feature recognition, assuming φ ， ϕ ， φ  ， ϕ  are limited energy function of image features, frequency domain meet the two scale equation can be obtained by formula:
During the optimizing process of computer vision feature recognition, at the same time function of limited energy image features meet the above frequency domain, if , , , h g h g   filters satisfied with the formula:
ψ can be defined as feature information in computer vision feature optimization recognition process.
implementation of computer vision feature recognition
During the optimizing process of computer vision feature recognition, the equation below is utilized to process weighted sampling for the image: 
The calculation procedure is as follows: 1) During the optimizing process of computer vision feature recognition, the image size is normalized according to requirements. The following equation is used to normalize the image size:
2) During the optimizing process of computer vision feature recognition, the image centroid coordinates is calculated, and the image coordinates is moved to the image centroid. It is expressed by the equation: In conclusion that accuracy of computer vision feature recognition based on improved wavelet algorithm is great.
simulation experiment
In order to prove the validity of the computer vision feature recognition based on Improved Wavelet arithmetic, there is the need to conduct an experiment. 600 pieces images with noise and 600 pieces images without noise are collected, and Gauss noise of 0.01 variance is added to each image status correspondingly. 500 pieces images are regarded as training samples, the other 700 pieces images are viewed as test samples.
Experiment 1) With different algorithms to conduct computer vision recognition experiment, the experimental results of recognition rate were compared, the results were shown in table 1. It can be seen from table 1, the accuracy of improved algorithm is higher than traditional algorithm in the feature recognition, it is because spline binary wavelet decomposition is fused in the method to extract edge feature from collected images, and then wavelet moment invariants of the processed image is calculated and acted as the characteristic quantity of computer vision, so as to complete the accurate identification of the characteristics of computer vision. Experiment 2) Different algorithms were utilized for computer vision feature recognition, and the different recognition effect were compared. The results shown in figure 1: (a)traditional algorithm (b)improved algorithm Fig. 1 Comparison of effect of computer vision recognition with different algorithms As can be seen from Figure 1 that, the recognition effect of the proposed algorithm is better than the traditional algorithm, because the improved algorithm utilizes wavelet moment invariant and the ability to grasp the details of the image, thus, in the recognition of computer vision feature, visual effect is good.
Conclusions
In view of the current algorithm for feature recognition, the amount of calculation is large, and noise is strong, recognition rate is low. For this, a computer vision feature recognition method based on Improved Wavelet arithmetic is put forward. Firstly, spline binary wavelet decomposition is fused in the method to extract edge feature from collected images, and then wavelet moment invariants of the processed image is calculated and acted as the characteristic quantity of computer vision, so as to complete the accurate identification of the characteristics of computer vision. Characteristic quantity extracted through this method can not only solve the problem of uneven illumination, illumination variation and noise interference, also translation, rotation and zoom. Simulation results show that accuracy of computer vision feature recognition based on improved wavelet algorithm is great, and effect is ideal.
